LAMITAK SPECIAL

ABOUT THE LAMINATES
The four laminate patterns on the opposite
page can be paired with each other for
high visual contrast or a harmonious
blend. For instance, create a Scandiinspired combination using the cool mint
green of Celadon SCX 1159D and the
woodgrain of Lino Noce Vida WY 1262D,
or a dramatic but fashionable look with
Celadon and Pinku Chidori DXO 1346DC.
On the other side, Jonquil SCX 1160D is a
chrome yellow that demands attention.

TAGGED WITH STYLE
Lamitak’s wide range of patterns and colours will inspire you to jazz up
your surfaces – and even your presents, in the form of these gift tags.
INSTRUCTIONS
STEP 1
Press out the
perforated shape.

STEP 2
Write your well
wishes on the
back of the tags.

STEP 3
Attach the tags
to your gifts.

The great pretenders of the materials
market, laminates go beyond the limits
of natural materials. Where weight, cost
or maintenance is an issue, laminates
can give you the look you want without
being constrained by such problems.
Wood, stone, metal and fabric are
just some of the natural materials that
have been successfully replicated as
laminate surfaces by Lamitak, but did
you know that they also have an exciting
range of patterns and solid colours?
With laminates, colours will never
fade, peel or be scraped away. The hue
remains consistent, and the surface is
always smooth and easy to maintain.
Lamitak’s range of colours also comes

in a wide spectrum, from the lightest
hues such as a dusky pink and baby
blue, to hot fuchsia and bright orange.
Style up your space with fashionforward patterns such as houndstooth
and florals. Pair them with solid
shades for visual contrast and balance.
See how this works on the opposite
page. The five Lamitak laminate
designs (including one behind) show
you just how well solid colours go with
patterns, and even woodgrains.
Pop them out to use as gift tags
on your presents! Share your use
of the tags with us on Instagram,
with the hashtags #Lamitak and
#HomeandDecorSg.

For more information on Lamitak, visit www.lamitak.com.
Follow the brand on social media, too:
@lamitak.studio and
@Lamitak
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